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THE HIDDEN SIDE OF THE MOON. At 3 :30 Universal time on October 7, 1960 
a radio command from Earth was received by an automatic planetary station 
and photographing the surface of the other side of the Moon was begun. 
Thus one of the great riddles of the universe was solved. The procedure 
by which the photographs were taken has been described previously, (SIN, 
Vol. 1 No.1, November 1, 1960, "The Use of Television In Soviet Space 
Research") but the actual photographing was only a part of this tremendous 
achievrnent. After the photographs were received the Soviet scientists 
were faced with the difficult task of reconstructing the lunar surface 
from the many blurred and distorted negatives. 

The tas k of analyzing and interpreting the details of the photographs 
was accompli shed by the Sternberg Astronomical Institute in Moscow together 
with the Central Scientific Institute of Geodes , Aerial Photo ra h~t~d 
Cartography ese organizations developed methods for interpreting the 
details of the lun.ar photographs, compiled a catalogue describing all 
recognizabl e formations, measured their coordinates, calculated the carto
graphic projections nd drew up t he fina l map (Fig 1). The photographs 
were studied sUnul taneously and independently at the P~ O~~~ry 
near Leningrad and at the ~v State Univers~ty Obs~~~ . 

Malor Difficulties : Th two major diff i cul ties encountered in interpreting 
the photograph were the Moon was full as seen by the planetary station 
resul ting in a lack of ahadows nd consequent loss of contrast, and without 
ezcept10n sll of the photographs had v ry ing amounts of imperfections. 
Since the loca tion of th defects r e l a tive to the lunar surface's image 
varied on dif fe r en t exposur s , it w s poss ible to test their reality by 
comparing the detail s on ev ral n gstlves . 

Superposition 0 r cognition of imperfections was greatly 
st..pl1fied by s uperpo i"3 s v ral n g tives and aUgning them in the 
following _D.O. r. ftlm proj c tora we re set up, each containing a 
different n gative, and wer us d to proj c t superimposed images . By 
turning th.e proj ctorl prop rly, th dges of the lunar images could be 
_de to coincide , tbua producing th b s t possible coinc idence of those 
featurel t.Mt "etre clearly vieible on II three negativell, such as Hare 
&&.boldtiAnua. Ma.re Marginie, Mare Austra l. tb Moscow Sea, the crater 
TlloLkovlky. &ad otban. 

The .. tbod of .uperpo.ltlon .. de it pOl libl to trace individual formations 
on a leai-tranepareat Icre n. It V. I pOls ibl to outline a reliable part 
of the boundary of Ma.re &.ytbli. dt_cov I' an appal' ntly elevated light 
.pot witbln tba Mo.eow S .. &ad detect .ev ral formations to the northeast 
of tbe Soviet raq.. The .. thod of IuperpOI Uion vas somewhat limited 
due to tbe pr .. eac. of int.rference band. whi cb w r random In direction 
due to tbe .low rotaUOIl of tbe planetary It tlon. In regions where 
tbe bande Lntenected L.llt.rpret.aUoa be. Am attr 1y impossible. 
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Photographic Masking: When the maximum contrast between the individual 
regions of a negative greatly exceed the photographic latitude of the 
printing paper, weak contrasts between neighboring regions on a negative 
can be intensified by the use of a photographic mask. This method reduces 
extreme contrast between different regions of the negative without weakeni~ 
the slight contrasts of features within these regions. 

~: The program of electronic reproduction was based on the photo
metric peculiarities of the regions to be interpreted. Study of all the 
material revealed 499 objects. Of these about 100 formations are visable 
from the Earth, but many of their outlines and coordinates were obtained 
more precisely than given on existing maps of the Moon. 

All the formations recorded have been divided into three reliability 
categories. In class I are objects indentified in photometric cross 
sections of three or more of the original negatives which have distinct 
outlines. Their positions and shapes have been reliably established. 
This category includes the 100 formations observable from the Earth. 
Class II is made up of objects identified on at least two original negatives, 
but with outlines which are not completely clear, and Class III is composed 
of formations appearing on the photometric cross sections of one original 
negative, or on several negatives but with very indistinct contours. 

Of the objects charted on the map, 252 belong to category I, 190 to 
category II, and 57 to category III. 

Hidden Side Different: The two hemispheres of the Moon are unlike in 
that there are no extensive depressions on the far side such as Oceanus 
Procellarum and Mare Imbrium on the near side, both of which appear to be 
more than 2000 meters lower than the general level. There are no such 
large basins on the far side. The Moscow Sea and the Sea of Dreams are 
probably quite shallow although their combined area is close to that of 
Mare Imbrium. The assumption that there is an extensive lowland on the 
Moon's opposite side near the western limb, continuing the belt of the 
seas, was not verified. 

Formations on both sides of the Moon are similar in nature and the presence 
of crater images in the photographs of the hidden side is beyond any doubt. 

A large area located beyond the eastern limb as seen from the Earth was 
left uncharted by the Lunik cameras thus leaving something for future 
investigation. <Sky & Telescope, March 1961) 

THE SOVIET VllUS PROBB. On February 4, 1961 the Soviet Union launched 
Kosmicheskij Korab1-Sputnik 4 (Sputnik 7), a l4,292-lb .atellite with a 
perigee of 124 mile. and an apogee of 196 mile.. An official Soviet re
lease stated that this satellite "contained no .pecial equipment for 
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outer space, nor were there any experimental animals" aboard. The announced 
purpose of flight was to put a large satellite in orbit and to "study (the) 
parameters which characterize the operation of its design." 

Then, a week later (on February 12) Kosmicheskij Korabl-Sputnik 5 (Sputnik 
8) was orbited with an estimated weight of 14,000 lb. To the surprise of 
the astronautical community of the West this was not simply another sputnik 
but rather an orbital launching station for a Venus probe. Called the 
Automaticheskaya Hezhplanetnaya Stantsiya 2 (Automatic Interplanetary 
Station 2), the probe weighed 1,418.9 lb a nd entered into a tra jectory 
designed to bring it close to the planet Venus. The feasibility of the 
parking orbit and the orbital launch technique were proven in this single, 
epoch-making experiment. It is speculated that the February 4 firing 
failed to accomplish the mission successfully ca rried out on the 12th, 
meaning that Kosmicheskij Korabl-Sputnik 5 was a back-up vehicle for 
Kosalcheskij Korabl-Sputnik 4, whi ch s uffe r e d s ome sort of malfunction 
after it entered into orbit. 

The Carrier Vebicle: \(bile tbe configurations of Soviet space carrier 
vehicles are unknovn, it is speculated that a t leas t the more recent satel
lit .. have been launcbed by modified T3A vebicles. It has been estimated 
that TJA is a three-stase. Uquid-prop 11 d ca rrier using liquid oxygen 
and kerosene in a ll thre staS s , tbrust levels estimated to be 650,000, 
268,000, and 78 ,100 lb, resp c:tiv ly. The total vebicle weigbt at lift 
off la placed SOtD.evhat in x C: sa of 00,000 lb. The following table lists 
firing bisto ries of b t3A v bic:l b s d on the best available open-source 
infonution . 

TJA FUlINC HISTORY 

Sat,lUte "1. .. l o n 
.,. Dat e 

IS Hay 60 

r eov 
HUtLon .,..t 

2 19 Au, 60 Lauo.c.bad .;:1o~_lIjl~s..:lh!::;.;:k::.Jlul....;;:=:.::.:.-::.t:-==:....: 
ValPt, Ib : 10,120; p 
210. I.eeotry s.-p. ul. 
c.o doll. 

3 1 Dec 60 Leuocbed le_is H.kll IConbl-Sputnik 3 (Sputnik 6). 
Vallbe. Ib: 10,060; p.rl, ••• nd apog •• , .11.a: 116 
ud 164. 10 recov.ry. (twa dog_ and an'-all aboard). 
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T3A FIRING HISTORY (continued) 

Satellite Missions 
No. Date Remarks 

4 4 Feb 61 Launched Kosmicheskii Korabl-Sputnik 4 (Sputnik 7). 
Weight, lb: 14,292; perigee and apogee, miles: 124 
and 196. "Contained no special equipment for outer space 
nor were there any experimental animals." Purpose of 
flight to put large satellite in orbit and the "study of 
the parameters which characterize the operation of its 
design." 

5 12 Feb 61 Launched Kosmicheskij Korabl-Sputnik 5 Sputnik 8) . 
Weight, lb: _14,0001; perigee and apogee, miles: 125, 
and 201. Venus probe fired from satellite which split 
in two, each part subsequently revolving in slightly 
diffe~ent orbits. 

6 9 Mar 61 Launched Kosmicheskil Korabl-Sputnik 6 (Sputnik 9). 

Probe Missions 

Weight, Ib: 10,363.5; perigee and apogee, miles: 105 
and 155.5 . Payload contained a dog that was recovered 
successfully from the reentry capsule. 

2 Jun 59 . Launched Mechta** lunar by-pass probe which entered into 
heliocentric orbit. Weight, Ib in trajectory: 3,245 
(payload : 793); perihelion and aphelion, miles: 91,loo,e 
and 120,000,000. 

2 12 Sep 59 Launched Lunnaya Raketa*** (Raketa dostigla Luni) . 
Weight, Ib in trajectory: 3,332 (payload: 860.4) . 
Impacted on Moon wh.en at 236,875 miles distance from 
Earth. Travers ing time: 35 h.r, 2 min , 24 sec. 

3 4 Oct 59 Launched Automaticheskaya Mezhplanetnaya Stantsiya 1.***'* 
Weight, Ib in trajectory: 3,247 (payload: 614.1) 
Circumnavigated Hoon; maximum distance from Earth: 292,O~ 
mL Approached to 3,828 mi f r om Moon . Entered Earth 
satellite orbit, 15.8 day period. 

4 12 Feb 61 Launched Automaticheekaya Hezhplanetnaya Stantsiya 2. 
Weight, Ib in trajectory: 1,418.9. Launched f r om orbi.t
ing larth satellite from which it entered into a Venus 
trajectory . 

* Increased to 430 after retrorockets fired. 
** Popularly: "Lunlk 1" 
*** Lunar Itocltet, or "LUDik 2" 
****AutOlUtic Interplanetary Station, or "Lunlk 3" 
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Contact Lost: The Soviet news agency Tass announced on March 2 that 
contac t with the Venus probe was l os t on February 27, fifteen days after 
it was launched from the orbiting space vehicle. Tass said, "As long as 
the station remains in the zone of direc t visibility from the territory 
of the Soviet Union, efforts will be made to establish radio contact 
with the automatic interplanetary station." 

Slightly Off Course : The probe was scheduled t o pass within 62,100 miles 
of the planet Venu s but later reports indica te it will miss the surface 
by some 105,000 miles . Data released one week after launch placed the 
probe 1, 566 ,500 mi from th Earth and mov ing with a velocity of 64,164 
mph. Cabin temperature was main tained between 82-880 F, and pressure 
at 900 mm of mercury . 

Probe Conflguration : Th Automa ticheskaya Mezhplanetnaya Stantsiya 2, 
shown in Flgur 3 , wa s describ d by Pravda, the Communist Party newspaper, 
as an sirtlght body consis tlng of a cy lindrical part with two major pro
truslons contalning scientific quipm nt and chemica l battery clocks. 
Other scientific equipment i8 at~ch d t o the outs ide of the body together 
with sola r batt ry pan 18, th shu tters of the heat regulating system 
and part o f t h o rientl ayat Th prob ' s measurements were stated 
t o be 80 inche8 10 and 1 lnch 8 in diam ter, exclusive of aerials and 
so Lar batt Th v hiel i ht was 1 , 18 . 9 lb. The Pravda report 
add d wt qu1pm n that uld stabilize it and 
re tv i t r of that the desired read-
ln3- of th ud d plan t 



~ SOVIET ROCKETS STUDY ECLIPSE. During the total eclipse of the sun on 
February 15, a number of geophysical rockets were launched simultaneously 
by Soviet scientists. The rockets ejected radio sondes which took photo
graphs, radiation intensity measurements, and spectrographic measurements 
of the solar corona. Results were telemetered to Earth and parachute
recovery allowed scientists to retrIeve spectrograms. In addition to these 
rockets, others were launched before, during, and after the eclipse to 
make quantitative measurements in the stratosphere. (Flight, March 3, 
1961) . 

INTELLIGENCE BRIEFS: 

The Soviet Venus probe contained, in addition to scientific equipment, a 
medal with hammer and sickle and date of launch as well as a hollow 
titanium globe (replica of the earth) 70 mm in diameter. The medal has 
engraved orbits of Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars around the sun. This 
is an indication that the Soviets had hoped for a Venus impact. (Pravda, 
February 26, 1961) 

Soviet scientist Alexander Topchiev, vice chairman of the Soviet Academy 
of Science labeled as "a complete fabrication" Western reports that some 
Soviet astronauts had perished in futile attempts to put man into space. 
He also declared that the Soviet Union has never concealed any space 
failure in the past and wouldn't do so in the future. (Baltimore Sun, 
March 29, 1961) 

Top Russian scientists announced that they are in the final stages before 
sending a man on a space flight with "no unsolved fundamental problems" 
blocking the path. The usually tight-lipped Russians expressed confidence 
that they are ready to put an astronaut into orbit, however, they declined 
to predict a date. (Washington Post, March 29, 1961) 
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